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Statistical mechanics predicts that the design of pure organized heteropolymetallic chains of metal ions bound to
linear receptors depends on controlled deviations from the mixing rule ∆E MiMj ) 1/2 (∆E MiMi + ∆E MjMj), whereby
∆E MiMj is the intramolecular intermetallic interaction between neighboring metal i and metal j along the receptor.
A thorough investigation of linear polymetallic trivalent lanthanide triple-stranded helicates shows that such deviations
are amplified by an increase in the nuclearity of the final complexes and are thus easily evidenced in the tetranuclear
heterobimetallic helicates [La4 - yLuy(L6)3]12+ (y ) 0−4). The chemical and physical origins of this unprecedented
behavior are discussed together with its practical consequences for programming pure heteropolymetallic 4f−4f
complexes.

Introduction and Theory

Since the magnetic communication between trivalent
lanthanides, Ln(III), is particularly inefficient,1 homopoly-
metallic 4f-4f complexes have been mainly exploited for
the confinement of charged,2 noncoupled magnetically ac-
tive,3 and optically active4 probes within a small (supra)-
molecular volume. The rational preparation of organized

heteropolymetallic lanthanide complexes is more attractive
because of the novel properties emerging from the asymmetry
of the intermetallic communication processes.5 Obvious
applications can be found in homogeneous fluoroimmunoas-
says,6 in the combination of luminescent stains with magnetic
probes for the double sensing of protein domains,7 in the
design of efficient catalysts for cleaving phosphodiester
bonds,8 and in the synthesis of materials for directional light
conversion,4,5 photonic amplification,9 and nonlinear optical
up-conversion.10 Because of the similar coordination behavior
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of the trivalent lanthanides along the 4f series, thermody-
namic segregation between different metals was limited for
a long period to empirical, but remarkable, deviations from
pure statistical doping in solid-state materials.11 However,
the contribution of the noncontrolled crystallization processes
to the latter deviations remained obscure, which limited the
rational design of pure heterometallic 4f-4f to stepwise
metalation/demetalation processes operating in kinetically
inert lanthanide complexes with negatively charged ligands,
such as porphyrin and phthalocyanin (part a of Figure 1),12

metallocryptands,13 and podands or macrocycles grafted with
several carboxylate donors (part b of Figure 1).14

The recent quantitative preparation of (i) heterobimetallic
binuclear [LnALnB(L1-3H)(NO3)2]+ complexes with the
smallest metal occupying the internal N4O3 cavity (part c of
Figure 1)15 and (ii) heterobimetallic heptanuclear lanthanide
complexes [LnA⊂(LnBL2)6]+ with the smallest Ln(III) located
at the center of the wheel in solution16 suggests that the
thermodynamic recognition of different lanthanides may
result from a judicious combination of different binding sites
within a semiflexible ligand. With this idea in mind, Bu¨nzli
and co-workers designed several neutral heteroleptic bis-
tridentate ligands derived fromL2 (part d of Figure 1), which
react with stoichiometric amounts of LnA and LnB to give
thermodynamic mixtures of homometallic ([(LnA)2(L2)3]6+

and [(LnB)2(L2)3]6+) and heterobimetallic ([(LnA)(LnB)-
(L2)3]6+) binuclear triple-stranded helicates (eq 1, for the

sake of simplicity, the lanthanides LnA and LnB are abbrevi-
ated with A and B in the thermodynamic models).

Interestingly, exchange equilibrium 1 is significantly shifted
to the right when the difference in size between the two nine-
coordinate cations∆rLnA,LnB ) |rLnA - rLnB| increases
(Kexch

Eu,Tb,L2 ) 4 for ∆rEu,Tb ) 0.025 Å and it reachesKexch
La,Lu,L2

) 263 for ∆rLa,Lu ) 0.184 Å),17 but the rationalization of
this behavior suffers from the low symmetry of the ligand
L2 (Cs symmetry), which leads toHHH h HHT structural
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Figure 1. Selected synthetic strategies developped for designing pure
heterometallic 4f-4f complexes. Kinetic control (a and b) and thermody-
namic control (c and d).

[(LnA)2(Lk)3]
6+ +[(LnB)2(Lk)3]
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isomerism (HHH ) head-to-head-to-head,HHT ) head-to-
head-to-tail). Upon reaction of the closely related, butC2v-
symmetrical homotopic bis-tridentate ligandsL3 and L4,

with a pair of lanthanides LnA/LnB, the binuclear complexes
[(LnA)2 - y(LnB)y(Lk)3]6+(y ) 0-2, k ) 3, 4) are obtained in
the absence of structural isomerism (parts a and b of Figure

Figure 2. Self-assembly of the polynuclear triple-stranded helicates (a) [Ln2(L3)3]6+, (b) [Ln2(L4)3]6+, (c) [Ln3(L5)3]9+, and the associatedsite-binding
model for their formation constants (f N9

Ln and f N6O3
Ln are the microscopic affinities of Ln(III) for the N9 and N6O3 sites, respectively, and∆E1-2

Ln,Ln )
-RTln(u1-2

Ln,Ln) represents the intramolecular intermetallic interaction between two nearest neighbors).20 The final helicates correspond to X-ray crystal
structures.
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2).18,19 Their associated formation constantsâ2,3
A,B,Lk can be

modeled with thesite-binding model, wherebyf N9
Ln and

f N6O3
Ln are the microscopic affinities of Ln(III) for the N9

([(LnA)2- y(LnB)y(L3)3]6+) and N6O3 ([(LnA)2- y(LnB)y(L4)3]6+)
sites, respectively, and∆E1-2

Ln,Ln ) -RTln(u1-2
Ln,Ln) represents

the intramolecular intermetallic interaction between two
nearest neighbors (parts a and b of Figure 2). For the rigid
assembly in question, a standard Coulombic approach
predicts ln(uLn,Ln) ∝ -const/d, wherebyd is the intermetallic
distance, which eventually leads to long-range intermetallic
interactionsu1-3

LnL,Ln ) (u1-2
Ln,Ln)0.5 and u1-4

Ln,Ln ) (u1-2
Ln,Ln)0.33

because the metals are regularly spaced along the strand in
L5 and L6 (this assumption is not critical because of the
weakness of the intermetallic interaction in these com-
plexes).20,21

Introducing eqs 2-4 or 5-7 in eq 1 gives eq 14, from
which it is easy to deduce that any deviation from the
statistical valueKexch

A,B,Lk ) 4 (k ) 3, 4) can be safely
assigned to the deviation of themixing rulecontrolling the
intermetallic interactionsu1-2

mix ) (u1-2
A,Au1-2

B,B )1/2/u1-2
A,B ) 1,

which translates into its usual free energy formulation
∆E1-2

mix ) (∆E1-2
A,A + ∆E1-2

B,B )/2 - ∆E1-2
A,B ) 0.20

The study of 21 different lanthanide pairs withL4
systematically givesKexch

A,B,L4 ) 4.0(3), thus demonstrating
that the mixing rule is obeyed for binuclear lanthanide
helicates (i.e.,∆E1-2

mix ) 0).19 For the longer trinuclear
helicates [(LnA)3 - y(LnB)y(L5)3]9+ (y ) 0-3), the existence
of two different binding sites along the strands (N6O3-N9-
N6O3, in part c of Figure 2) leads to six microspecies (eqs
8-13, in part c of Figure 2), which can be combined to give
the four macroconstants required for computing the relevant
exchange equilibriumKexch

A,B,L5 (eqs 15 and 16).22

The introduction of the microscopic formation constants
(eqs 8-13) in eq 16 produces a complicated expression (eq
S1, Supporting Information), which reduces toKexch

A,B,L5 ) 16
under statistical conditions (i.e.,f N9

A ) f N9
B ) f N6O3

A ) f N6O3
B

andu1-2
A,B ) u1-2

A,A ) u1-2
B,B ). The detailed investigation of eight

different lanthanide pairs gives 13e Kexch,exp
A,B,L5 e 122, which

slightly deviate from pure statistics, but closely match the
exchange constantsKexch,calcd

A,B,L5 (eq S1) calculated with the
mixing rule ∆E1-2

mix ) (∆E1-2
A,A + ∆E1-2

B,B )/2 - ∆E1-2
A,B ) 0

(Table S1, Supporting Information).22 We can therefore
assign these minor deviations from the statistics, which
slightly favor the heterometallic complexes, to the different
affinities of the different metals for the central (N9) and
terminal (N6O3) sites in the trimetallic complexes.22 Follow-
ing these experimental observations obtained for binuclear
[Ln2(L3)3]6+, [Ln2(L4)3]6+, and trinuclear [Ln3(L5)3]9+ he-
licates, the transfer matrix formalism, inherited from statisti-
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Figure 3. Pictorial representation of microstates of long linear receptors: (a) homometallic loading process and (b) heterobimetallic competition for the
saturated receptor.

Table 1. Experimental Stability Constants for [Ln4(L6)3]12+

(log(â4,3,exp
Ln,L6 )),23 Associated Microscopic Affinities log (f N9

Ln) and
log (f N6O3

Ln ) of the N9 and N6O3 Sites for Ln(III), and Intermetallic
Neighboring Interactions∆E1-2

Ln,Ln ) - RTln(u1-2
Ln,Ln) Obtained for the

Triple-Stranded Helicates [Ln2(L3)3]6+, [Ln2(L4)3]6+, [Ln3(L5)3]9+, and
[Ln4(L6)3]12+ (Simultaneous Multilinear-Least-Squares Fits of Eqs 2, 5,
8, and 17)

Ln(III) log (â4,3, exp
Ln,L6 ) log (f N6O3

Ln ) log (f N9
Ln) ∆E1-2

Ln,Ln/kJ·mol-1

La 39.1(1.5) 16.9(0.7) 21.0(2.7) 48(8)
Nd 38.4(1.9) 18.8(0.9) 26.2(3.9) 67(11)
Sm 35.7(1.5) 17.1(0.3) 21.5(1.2) 48(3)
Eu 43.2(1.6) 18.7(1.4) 26.1(4.9) 67(12)
Ho 40.6(1.6) 18.4(0.9) 25.0(1.0) 62(4)
Er 38.1(1.5) 18.3(0.7) 24.2(3.0) 61(9)
Yb 41.0(1.6) 15.9(0.2) 18.2(0.9) 36(3)
Lu 40.8(1.3) 16.7(0.4) 21.1(2.0) 46(6)

Kexch
A,B,Lk )

(â2,3
A,B,Lk)2/(â2,3

A,A,Lkâ2,3
B,B,Lk) ) 4(u1-2

A,B )2/(u1-2
A,Au1-2

B,B ) (14)

[(LnA)3(L5)3]
9+ + [(LnB)3(L5)3]

9+ h

[(LnA)2(LnB)(L5)3]
9+ + [(LnA)(LnB)2(L5)3]

9+ Kexch
A,B,L5 (15)

Kexch
A,B,L5 )

(â3,3
B,A,A,L5 + â3,3

A,B,A,L5)(â3,3
B,B,A,L5 + â3,3

B,A,B,L5)

â3,3
A,A,A,L5â3,3

B,B,B,L5
(16)
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cal mechanics, was used to predict the partition function of
infinite 1D chains of charged metals bound to a single

receptor.20 The associated binding isotherm characterizing
the metal loading of the receptor strongly depends on the

Figure 4. Self-assembly of the tetranuclear homo- and heterobimetallic triple-stranded helicates [La4 - yLuy(L6)3]12+ showing the possible micro- and
macrospecies.
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nearest-neighbor pairs interaction∆E1-2
Ln,Ln (part a of Figure

3). Interestingly, a strict analogy exists between the latter
loading process and the competition of two different metal
ions A and B for saturating the linear receptor, assuming
that ∆E1-2

Ln,Ln is replaced with∆E1-2
mix ) (∆E1-2

A,A + ∆E1-2
B,B )/2

- ∆E1-2
A,B (Figure 3).20 When∆E1-2

Ln,Ln ) 0 or ∆E1-2
mix ) 0, the

binding sites are statistically occupied by the metals, which
corresponds to non-cooperative behaviors. For the homo-
metallic loading process (part a of Figure 3), this situation
refers to a random occupancy of the metals among the
binding site, whereas the related competition process pro-
duces a random distribution of the different metal ions among
the coordination sites (part b of Figure 3).∆E1-2

Ln,Ln > 0 or
∆E1-2

mix > 0 characterize anti-cooperative processes for
which the repulsive interactions between the metals produce
a plateau in the binding isotherm corresponding to (i) the
half occupancy of the sites with strict succession of empty
and occupied sites for the homometallic loading (part a of
Figure 3) and (ii) a strict alternance of different metals for
the heterobimetallic competition (part b of Figure 3). Finally,
the (positively) cooperative processes∆E1-2

Ln,Ln < 0 or ∆E1-2
mix

< 0 result in the clustering of identical metal along the
strands in both situations.

We however note that these well-defined organizations
form only if |∆E1-2

Ln,Ln| . RTor |∆E1-2
mix | . RT, wherebyRT

≈ 2.5 kJ‚mol-1 at room temperature. When|∆E1-2
Ln,Ln| , RT

or |∆E1-2
mix | , RT, the situation is similar to a non-

cooperative process, whereas|∆E1-2
Ln,Ln| ≈ RT or |∆E1-2

mix | ≈
RT corresponds to a transition region for which deviations
from random organizations can be detected. Although such
predictable programming of organized heteropolymetallic
lanthanide chains is attractive for the engineering of novel
materials with unusual photophysical and electronic proper-
ties,5-10 only little attention has been focused on the tuning
of intramolecular intermetallic interactions for improving
complexation selectivities.21 In this contribution, we push
forward thebottom-upapproach with the goal of inducing
deviations from the statistics for the competition between

La(III) and Lu(III) in the tetranuclear helicates [Ln4(L6)3]12+

(Figure 4).23 Unprecedented selectivity is indeed observed,
and its assignment to a combination of solvation effects,
mechanical couplings, and intermetallic electrostatic interac-
tions amplified by the nuclearity of the final (supra)molecular
complexes represents a novel approach for the preparation
of pure heteropolymetallic complexes and polymers.

Results and Discussion

Theoretical Model for the Metal-Exchange Process
Occurring in the Tetranuclear Bimetallic Helicates
[La 4 - yLu y(L6)3]12+ (y ) 0-4). Previous spectroscopic and
thermodynamic investigations established thatL6 reacts with
Ln(III) along the complete lanthanide series in acetonitrile
(Ln ) La-Lu, Figure 4) to give very stable tetranuclear

Figure 5. Experimental 1H NMR spectra of H3, H9, and H12 in
[La4 - yLuy(L6)3]12+ recorded for the titration ofL6 with La(III) and Lu-
(III) ( y ) 0-4, total ligand concentration) 10-2 M, total metal
concentration) 1.33× 10-2 M, lanthane mole fractionsxLa ) |La|/(|La|
+ |Lu|) ) 0-1, CD3CN /CD2Cl2 ) 95:5).

Figure 6. (a) Experimental relative intensities of1H NMR signals of
protons H3, H9, and H12 in the microspecies [La4 - yLuy(L6)3]12+ obtained
for the titration ofL6 with La(III) and Lu(III) (y ) 0-4); (b) Simulated
ligand distribution in the [La4 - yLuy(L6)3]12+ microspecies, assuming that
the mixing rule is obeyed (∆E1-2

mix ) 0, Table S3); and (c) corresponding
computed relative intensities of1H NMR signals of protons H3, H9, and
H12 in the microspecies [La4 - yLuy(L6)3]12+ for the titration ofL6 with
La(III) and Lu(III) (y ) 0-4). Conditions: CD3CN/CD2Cl2 ) 95:5, total
ligand concentration) 10-2 M, total metal concentration) 1.33× 10-2

M, 298 K.
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triple-stranded helicates [Ln4(L6)3]12+ (log(â4,3,exp
Ln,L6 ) in Table

1, column 2).23 This complexation process can be modeled
with thesite-bindingmodel (eq 17),20 and the simultaneous
multilinear least-squares fit of the four formation constants
previously reported for each lanthanide in the homometallic
polynuclear helicates [Ln2(L3)3]6+(eq 2 in Figure 2),18 [Ln2-
(L4)3]6+ (eq 5 in Figure 2),19 [Ln3(L5)3]9+ (eq 8 in Figure
2),10 and [Ln4(L6)3]12+ (eq 17, below)23 provides three
microscopic parameters: the microscopic affinities of Ln-
(III) for the N9 and N6O3 sites (f N9

Ln and f N6O3
Ln respectively)

and the intramolecular intermetallic interaction between two
nearest neighbors (∆E1-2

Ln,Ln ) -RTln(u1-2
Ln,Ln), Table 1, col-

umns 3-5).

When the total ligand concentration is large enough
(g10-2 M) to ensure the quantitative formation of [Ln4-
(L6)3]12+ under stoichiometric conditions (i.e., Lntot/L6 )
4:3), the competition between the two metal ions, such as
La(III) and Lu(III), simply corresponds to the intermolecular
metal exchange between the saturated trigonal helicates
[La4 - yLuy(L6)3]12+ (y ) 0-4, Figure 4).

Investigation of the Experimental Metal-Exchange
Process Occurring in the Tetranuclear Bimetallic Heli-
cates [La4 - yLu y(L6)3]12+ (y ) 0-4). The detailed1H NMR
analysis (COSY, NOESY, ROESY) of the homometallic
tetranuclear complexes [La4(L6)3]12+ (part a of Figure S1,
Supporting Information)23 and [Lu4(L6)3]12+ (part b of Figure
S1, Supporting Information)23 allows the complete assign-
ment of the 39 signals (numbering in Figure 4). Let us now
focus on the unusually shielded aromatic protons H3, H9,
and H12, which are put in the diamagnetic shielding region
of a neighboring strand by the wrapping of the ligands (δH

) 5.0-6.0 ppm, Figure 5 and Figure S2, Supporting
Information).24 If all 10 [La4 - yLuy(L6)3]12+ microspecies
provided a specific set of chemical environments for the
protons H3, H9, and H12, we would expect the detection of
48 different 1H NMR signals. However, the stepwise
transformation of [Lu4(L6)3]12+ into [La4(L6)3]12+ displays
only 12 resolved1H NMR signals arising from H3, H9, and
H12 (Figure 5), whose evolution during the titration ofL6
with La(III) and Lu(III) is shown in part a of Figure 6.

The spectral overlap can be rationalized by using a simple
structural model, in which the chemical shift of each aromatic
proton HiLn1Ln2 (i ) 3, 9, 12) depends only on (1) the
lanthanide coordinated to the incriminated benzimidazole
rings (Ln1) and (2) the lanthanide bound to the closest

Figure 7. Individual 1H NMR spectra of the 10 microspecies [La4 - yLuy(L6)3]12+ in the 5-6 ppm range (y ) 0-4).

â4,3
A,A,A,A,L6 ) (f N6O3

A )2(f N9
A )2(u1-2

A,A )4.33 (17)

â4,3
B,A,A,A,L6 ) 2(f N6O3

A )(f N9
A )2(f N6O3

B )(u1-2
A,A )2.5(u1-2

A,B )1.83 (18)

â4,3
A,B,A,A,L6 ) 2(f N6O3

A )2(f N9
A )(f N9

B )(u1-2
A,A )1.83(u1-2

A,B )2.5 (19)

â4,3
B,A,B,A,L6 )

2(f N6O3
A )(f N9

A )(f N6O3
B )(f N9

B )(u1-2
A,A )0.5(u1-2

A,B )3.33(u1-2
B,B )0.5 (20)

â4,3
B,B,A,A,L6 )

2(f N6O3
A )(f N9

A )(f N6O3
B )(f N9

B )(u1-2
A,A )(u1-2

A,B )2.33(u1-2
B,B ) (21)

â4,3
A,B,B,A,L6 ) (f N6O3

A )2(f N9
B )2(u1-2

A,A )0.33(u1-2
A,B )3(u1-2

B,B ) (22)

â4,3
B,A,A,B,L6 ) (f N6O3

B )2(f N9
A )2(u1-2

A,A )(u1-2
A,B )3(u1-2

B,B )0.33 (23)

â4,3
A,B,B,B,L6 ) 2(f N6O3

B )(f N9
B )2(f N6O3

A )(u1-2
B,B )2.5(u1-2

A,B )1.83 (24)

â4,3
B,A,B,B,L6 ) 2(f N6O3

B )2(f N9
A )(f N9

B )(u1-2
B,B )1.83(u1-2

A,B )2.5 (25)

â4,3
B,B,B,B,L6 ) (f N6O3

B )2(f N9
B )2(u1-2

B,B )4.33 (26)
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neighboring site (Ln2). In these conditions, we indeed expect
only 12 different1H NMR chemical environments (Table
S2, Supporting Information), whose unambigous assignment
to H3, H9, and H12 in the different microspecies relies on
simulated intensities assuming that the mixing rule∆E1-2

mix

) (∆E1-2
A,A + ∆E1-2

B,B )/2 - ∆E1-2
A,B ) 0 is obeyed.

We thus first calculate the distribution of the saturated
bimetallic tetranuclear complexes [La4 - yLuy(L6)3]12+ by
using the formation constants of eqs 17-26 with ∆E1-2

mix )
0 (y ) 0-4, Table S3, Supporting Information). Second, the
resulting predicted ligand distribution (part b of Figure 6) is
combined with the intensity of each proton in each microspe-
cies (Table S2) to give the simulated evolution of the 121H
NMR signals for the titration ofL6 with La(III) and Lu(III)
in part c of Figure 6. Comparison between the integrated
experimental (part a of Figure 6) and simulated (part c of
Figure 6) 1H NMR signals for H3, H9, and H12 shows
sufficient analogies for allowing a detailed assignment of
all of the HiLn1Ln2 protons (Figures 5 and 6 and Table S4).
Obviously, the reconstructed individual1H NMR spectra of
the 10 [La4 - yLuy(L6)3]12+ microspecies (Figure 7) display
strong correlations, and factor analysis25 indicates that only
5 spectra are mathematically independent.

Quantitative Analysis of the Experimental Metal-
Exchange Process Occurring in the Tetranuclear Bime-
tallic Helicates [La4 - yLu y(L6)3]12+ (y ) 0-4). Taking into
account the correlation between the experimental1H NMR
spectra of the microspecies (Figure 7), we limited the
eventual estimation of the experimental concentrations of the
bimetallic complexes in the mixtures to the five macrospecies
[La4 - yLuy(L6)3]12+ (y ) 0-4) for each different La/Lu ratio.
The associated mole fractions of each macrospecies y, given
aszy, with respect to the total concentration of tetranuclear
helicates are given in eqs 27-31, assuming that the relative
contributions of the different microspecies within a given
macrospecies is a priori fixed by the ratio of the microcon-
stants calculated with∆E1-2

mix ) 0 (Table S3).

The total intensity of the protons can be then easily modeled
by combining the individual spectra of Figure 7 with the
mole fractions expressed in eqs 27-31 to give a set of 12
equations summarized in Table S5 (eqs S2-S13, Supporting
Information). Multilinear least-squares fits of these equations
to the experimental intensities for each La/Lu ratio (Table

S4, Supporting Information) provides an estimate of the
experimental concentrations zy of the five [La4 - yLuy(L6)3]12+

(y ) 0-4) macrospecies (part a of Figure 8). Comparison
of the latter experimental distribution of the macrospecies
(part a of Figure 8), with the one predicted with∆E1-2

mix ) 0
(part b of Figure 8), shows systematic deviations favoring
the formation of the heterobimetallic complexes. Because
the absolute affinities of the N6O3 and N9 sites for La(III)
and Lu(III) are very similar (f N6O3

La = f N6O3
Lu and f N9

La = f N9
Lu,

Table 1), we can rule out a selective distribution of the
lanthanides in the different sites based on specific metal-
ligand recognition events. We can safely conclude that the
mixing rule is not obeyed and∆E1-2

mix ) (∆E1-2
Lu,Lu +

∆E1-2
La,La)/2 - ∆E1-2

La,Lu > 0, which is diagnostic for an anti-
cooperative process (part b of Figure 3).20 Consequently, the
intermetallic repulsion between identical neighbors is larger
that that operating between different metals. This thermo-
dynamic deviation from statistics is in line with the experi-
mental strong preference exhibited by the heterotopic
bis-tridentate ligandL2 for producing heterometallic
[LaLu(L2)3]6+ complexes,17 but we cannot invoke here any
subtle driving forces resulting from specific interligand
interactions varying with the relative orientations of the
ligand strands becauseL6 (C2v point group) is homotopic,
whereasL2 (Cs point group) is heterotopic.

Two possible origins can be considered for rationalizing
this deviation. First, the mechanical coupling between
adjacent coordination sites may favor the formation of
heterometallic neighboring pairs for steric (i.e., enthalpic)
reasons. However, the observation that deviations from the
mixing rule increase stepwise when going from the binuclear
[Ln2(Lk)3]6+ (k ) 3, 4, the mixing rule is obeyed),18,19 to

(24) (a) Piguet, C.; Rivara-Minten, E.; Hopfgartner, G.; Bu¨nzli, J.-C. G.
HelV. Chim. Acta1995, 78, 1541-1566. (b) Piguet, C.; Bu¨nzli, J.-C.
G.; Bernardinelli, G.; Hopfgartner, G.; Petoud, S.; Schaad, O.J. Am.
Chem. Soc.1996, 118, 6681-6697.

(25) Malinowski, E. R.; Howery, D. G.Factor Analysis in Chemistry; Wiley
& Sons: New York, Chichester, 1980.

Figure 8. (a) Experimental and (b) predicted (∆E1-2
mix ) 0) ligand

distributions in the macrospecies [La4 - yLuy(L6)3]12+ during the titration
of L6 with La(III) and Lu(III) (y ) 0-4, total ligand concentration) 10-2

M, total metal concentration) 1.33× 10-2 M, lanthane mole fractionsxLa

) |La|/(|La| + |Lu|) ) 0-1).

z0 ) |La4| ) |LaLaLaLa| (27)

z1 ) |La3Lu| ) 0.33|LaLaLaLu| + 0.67|LaLaLuLa| (28)

z2 ) |La2Lu2| ) 0.31|LaLaLuLu| + 0.30|LaLuLaLu| +
0.31|LaLuLuLa| + 0.08|LuLaLaLu| (29)

z3 ) |LaLu3| ) 0.67|LuLuLuLa| + 0.33|LuLuLaLu| (30)

z4 ) |Lu4| ) |LuLuLuLu| (31)
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the trinuclear [Ln3(L5)3]9+ (slight deviations from the mixing
rule, often difficult to address),22 to the tetranuclear [Ln4-
(L6)3]12+ helicates (significant deviations from the mixing
rule) is difficult to correlate with a simple short-range
mechanical coupling. The second possible explanation
involves the formation of irregular helices when metal ions
of different sizes are incorporated. Because we have shown
that solvation effects are crucial in controlling apparent
intermetallic interactions in solution,21 a slight change in the
total solvation energy of one complex in equilibrium 32 is
expected to have drastic effect on the associated exchange
constantKexch

La,Lu,L6 (eq 33). This effect is expected to increase
with the nuclearity of the complex, that is, with the total
chargeq borne by the helicate because the solvation energies
∆solvG ∝ q2 according to the Born equation.21

For the pure statistical situation,f N6O3
La ) f N6O3

Lu ) f N9
La) f N9

Lu

and ∆E1-2
La,Lu ) ∆E1-2

La,La ) ∆E1-2
Lu,Lu, the introduction of eqs

17-26 into eq 33 predictsKexch,stat
La,Lu,L6 ) (4‚6‚4)2 ) 9216,

which can be compared with the valueKexch,mixingrule
La,Lu,L6 )

25 119, computed with eq 33 (Table 2, column 3) and by
using the formation constants obeying the mixing rule
∆E1-2

mix ) (∆E1-2
Lu,Lu + ∆E1-2

La,La)/2 - ∆E1-2
La,Lu ) 0 (Table S3,

Supporting Information). The latter value indicates that the
slight differences in the absolute affinities of La(III) and Lu-
(III) for the terminal (N6O3) and central (N9) binding site in
the tetranuclear helicates [Lu4(L6)3]12+ is responsible for a
limited increase ofKexch

La,Lu,L6 by a factor of 25 119:9216)
2.8. Despite the significant uncertainties affecting the
experimental concentrations of the heterobimetallic mac-
rospecies due to the limited accuracy of the integration of
original correlated1H NMR signals, we have performed a
nonlinear least-square fit of these concentrations (part a of
Figure 8) by using the macroscopic equilibria
eqs 34-38, and we obtain a set of experimental macrocon-
stantsâ4,3,exp

La(4-y)Luy,L6 (Table 2, column 2), which satisfyingly
reproduces the experimental data (Figure S3,
Supporting Information, Agreement factorAF )

x∑i(|Conc|exp-|Conc|calcd)
2/∑i(|Conc|exp)

2 ) 0.24, Conc)
concentration).

The introduction ofâ4,3,exp
La(4-y)Luy,L6 in eq 33 givesKexch,exp

La,Lu,L6 )
108.5, which indeed corresponds to a further increase by more
than 4 orders of magnitude (Table 2, column 2) of the
exchange constant in favor of the heterometallic helicates.
The latter effect can be thus unambigously assigned to a
deviation of the mixing rule. Nonlinear least-square fits of
the five constantsâ4,3,exp

La(4-y)Luy,L6 to the site bindingmodel
(eqs 17-26), for which f N6O3

La , f N6O3
Lu , f N9

La, f N9
Lu, ∆E1-2

La,La, and
∆E1-2

Lu,Lu were fixed (Table 1), eventually gives∆E1-2
La,Lu )

45.4 kJ‚mol-1 as the single fitted parameter, in agreement
with an anti-cooperative mixing factor of∆E1-2

mix ) (∆E1-2
Lu,Lu

+ ∆E1-2
La,La)/2 - ∆E1-2

La,Lu ≈ +2 kJ‚mol-1 (Table 2). The
agreement of the recalculated formation constants (Table 2,
column 4) with the experimental data (Table 2, column 2)
is excellent, and we conclude that a minor deviation from
the mixing rule induces a drastic effect in the polynuclear
linear chain of metal ions because of the increasing amount
of intermetallic interactions accompanying the increase in
nuclearity of the (supra)molecular objects. The calculation
of partial occupancy factorsr(L6)3

Lnj introduced by Hamaceck
et al.26 for the fixation of either La(III) or Lu(III) to the
virtually preorganized receptor (L6)3 (eqs 39-40) provides
globally upward convex Scatchard-like plots,26 which are
diagnostic for anti-cooperative mechanisms accompanying
the successive introduction of similar metal ions within the
tetranuclear helicates [La4 - yLuy(L6)3]12+ (part a of Figure
9). We can thus predict that [La2Lu2] is the thermodynami-
cally favored heterobimetallic macrospecies, in agreement
with the computed experimental distribution curves (part b
of Figure 9).

A close scrutiny of these Scatchard-like plots indicates that

Table 2. Experimental (log (â4,3,exp
La(4 - y)Luy,L6)) and Calculated

(log (â4,3,calcd
La(4 - y)Luy,L6)) Formation Constants for the Macrospecies

[La4 - yLuy(L6)3]12+ (Acetonitrile/dichloromethane) 95:5, 298 K)

macrospecies
log

(â4,3,exp
La(4 - y)Luy,L6)

log(â4,3,calcd
La(4 - y)Luy,L6)

∆E1-2
mix ) 0 /kJ·mol-1

log(â4,3,calcd
La(4 - y)Luy,L6)

∆E1-2
mix ) 2 /kJ·mol-1

La4 39.4 39.4 39.3
La3Lu 41.0 40.3 41.1
La2Lu2 41.8 40.9 41.8
LaLu3 41.5 41.0 41.4
Lu4 40.6 40.7 40.6
log(Kexch

La,Lu,L6) 8.5 4.3 8.7

3[La4(L6)3]
12+ +

3[Lu4(L6)3]
12+ h 2[La3Lu(L6)3]

12+ +

2[La2Lu2(L6)3]
12+ + 2[LaLu3(L6)3]

12+ (32)

Kexch
La,Lu,L6 )

(â4,3
La3Lu,L6â4,3

La2Lu2,L6â4,3
LaLu3,L6)2/(â4,3

La4,L6â4,3
Lu4,L6)3 (33)

4 La3+ + 3 L6 h [La4(L6)3]
12+ â4,3

La4,L6 (34)

3 La3+ + Lu3+ + 3 L6 h [La3Lu(L6)3]
12+ â4,3

La3Lu,L6 (35)

2 La3+ +
2 Lu3+ + 3 L6 h [La2Lu2(L6)3]

12+ â4,3
La2Lu2,L6 (36)

La3+ + 3 Lu3+ + 3 L6 h [LaLu3(L6)3]
12+ â4,3

LaLu3,L6 (37)

4 Lu3+ + 3 L6 h [Lu4(L6)3]
12+ â4,3

Lu4,L6 (38)

r(L6)3

La )
|La|bound

|(L6)3|tot

)

4|La4| + 3|La3Lu| + 2|La2Lu2| + |LaLu3|
|(L6)3| + |La4| + |La3Lu| + |La2Lu2| + |LaLu3| + |Lu4|

(39)

r(L6)3

Lu )
|Lu|bound

|(L6)3|tot

)

4|Lu4| + 3|Lu3La| + 2|La2Lu2| + |LuLa3|
|(L6)3| + |La4| + |La3Lu| + |La2Lu2| + |LaLu3| + |Lu4|

(40)
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the successive introduction of La(III) is less anti-cooperative
(even slightly positively cooperative for 0e r(L6)3

La e 2)
than the same process with Lu(III), and therefore the [La3-
Lu(L6)3]12+ macrospecies dominates the related [LaLu3-
(L6)3]12+ macrospecies during the titration. This unsym-
metrical situation drastically differs from the non-cooperative
case characterized by∆E1-2

mix ) 0, for which the Scatchard-
like plots are linear (part a of Figure S4, Supporting
Information), and the distribution curves do not show
preferences for a specific heterobimetallic macrospecies (part
b of Figure S4).

Introduction of the microscopic parameters of Table 1 for
Ln ) La, Lu and∆E1-2

La,Lu ) 45.4 kJ‚mol-1 into eqs 17-26
provides the target experimental set of 10 microconstants
(part a of Figure 10), which allows the calculation of the
experimental distribution curves for the 10 microspecies (part
b of Figure 10). The relative contributions of the different
microspecies to a given macrospecies do not deviate
significantly from those originally calculated in eqs 27-31
with ∆E1-2

mix ) 0, which does not require further iterative
fitting processes, according to the limited accuracy of the
integration of the1H NMR signals. It is, however, worth
noting that, when the number of La(III) metals is larger than
the number of Lu(III) in a macrospecies, that is, in [La3Lu],
the dominant microspecies maximizes the amount of alter-
nance between different metals, whereas the reverse situation
holds when the macrospecies contains a larger number of
Lu(III), that is, in [Lu3La] (Figure 10).

Experimental Section

Chemicals were purchased from Fluka AG and Aldrich and used
without further purification, unless otherwise stated. LigandL6 was
prepared according to a literature procedure.23 Ln(CF3SO3)3·xH2O
(Ln ) La, Lu)27 were prepared from the corresponding oxides
(Aldrich, 99.99%). The lanthanide content of solid salts was
determined by complexometric titrations with Titriplex III (Merck)
in the presence of urotropine and xylene orange.28 Acetonitrile and
dichloromethane were distilled over calcium hydride.

Spectroscopic and Analytical Measurements.1H NMR spectra
were recorded at 25°C on Bruker Avance 400 MHz and Bruker
DRX-500 MHz spectrometers. Chemical shifts are given in ppm
with respect to TMS. The samples for1H NMR spectroscopy were
prepared by the stoichiometric 3:4 mixing ofL6 and Ln(CF3SO3)3·
xH2O (Ln ) La, Lu) in 700 µL of CD3CN/CD2Cl2 (95:5). The
total concentration of the ligand was maintained at 10 mM in each
sample and 48 h equilibration was required before measurements.
Because of partial overlap in the proton spectrum, signal amplitudes
were determined by line-shape analysis followed by spectral
reconstruction using the Bruker’s Winnmr deconvolution tool.
Computations of the concentrations were performed with the HySS2

(26) Hamacek, J.; Piguet, C.J. Phys. Chem. B2006, 110, 7783-7792.

(27) Desreux, J. F. InLanthanide Probes in Life, Chemical and Earth
Sciences; Bünzli, J.-C. G., Choppin, G. R., Eds.; Elsevier Science:
Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 1989; Chap. 2.

(28) Schwarzenbach, G.Complexometric Titrations; Chapman & Hall:
London, 1957 p. 8.

Figure 9. Experimental (a) Scatchard-like plots (eq 39) and (b) ligand
distributions in the macrospecies [La4 - yLuy(L6)3]12+ during the titration
of L6 with La(III) and Lu(III) (y ) 0-4, total ligand concentration) 10-2

M, total metal concentration) 1.33× 10-2 M, lanthane mole fractionsxLa

) |La|/(|La| + |Lu|) ) 0-1).

Figure 10. Experimental (a) macro- and microconstants and (b) ligand
distributions in the microspecies [La4 - yLuy(L6)3]12+ during the titration
of L6 with La(III) and Lu(III) (y ) 0-4, total ligand concentration) 10-2

M, total metal concentration) 1.33× 10-2 M, lanthane mole fractionsxLa

) |La|/(|La| + |Lu|) ) 0-1).
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program (Protonic software). Least-squares fitting methods were
implemented in Excel and Mathematica.

Conclusion

Better understanding of the thermodynamic driving forces
controlling multicomponent self-assembly processes opens
novel perspectives for addressing the unsolved chemical
challenge of selectively introducing different lanthanides
possessing very similar coordination properties, but slightly
different sizes, into organized linear polymetallic chains.
According to the present results, the stepwise increasing
length of the ligand strands, and consequently of the number
of successive binding sites, produces an anti-cooperative
process, which favors the alternance of lanthanides of
different sizes along the helical axis (part b of Figure 3).
For the investigated La(III)/Lu(III) pair, the minor deviation
from the mixing rule∆E1-2

mix ) (∆E1-2
Lu,Lu + ∆E1-2

La,La)/2 -
∆E1-2

La,Lu ≈ 2 kJ‚mol-1 indeed agrees with the minor changes
occurring between La(III) and Lu(III), but it becomes
significant for the tetranuclear helicates [La4(L6)3]12+ because
of its amplification by the repetition of this specific effect
in polynuclear complexes. Because mechanical coupling is
limited to short-range interactions, we can conclude that
solvation effects and electrostatic interactions, which operate
on large nanometric scales, are mainly responsible for this

unprecedented segregation. Although we are still not in a
position to chemically control this effect, we have succeeded
to find a case where∆E1-2

mix * 0 for which we predict a
particularly attractive application in the prospection of
bifunctional sensors7 and directional energy transfer pro-
cesses4,5 and the development of four-level molecular lasers.29

With this novel tool at hand, the next step for addressing
the heterometallic 4f-4f challenge involves the design of
novel systems displaying|∆E1-2

mix | . RT and for which a
robust thermodynamic organization of the metals occurs
along the ligand strands.
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(29) Reisfeld, R.; Jørgensen, C. K.Lasers and Excited States of Rare Earths,
Inorganic Chemistry Concepts; Springer-Verlag: Heidelberg, Ger-
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